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Focus this month

Customized Stainless Steel Small Screws
Processing Expert

Ably Screw Ltd.
by Gang Hao Chang,
Vice Editor-in-Chief of Fastener World

“PERSUE TOP QUALITY, FOREVER IN OPERATION” is one slogan every domestic and overseas customer
visiting Taoyuan-based Ably Screw Ltd would definitely see and is also a corporate policy Ably Screw has
been sticking to since its inception in 1990. Over the past 28 years, Ably Screw has kept pace with the industrial
development and application trend and has been dedicated to the production of high quality stainless steel small
screws. Aside from production of standard parts, its strong customizing and processing capabilities are also the
largest reason that many industrial customers would like to choose Ably Screw as their long term partnered supplier.

Excellent SCREW Customizing Capabilities (Per drawing screw)
Ably Screw has years of manufacturing experience and technique for stainless steel small screws and is able
to offer satisfying advice according to customized fastener needs of customers from different industries. Its
tidy and bright inventory area is always stored with enough volume of products to satisfy customers’ urgent
purchasing needs. Its main products include tapping screw, machine screws and self-drilling screws, made of
A2(SUS304), A4(SUS316) and C1(SUS410), with the specifications of M2-M10(#0~3/8”) and the length of 3mm200mm(1/8”-8”). As the stability and durability of its products are better than other similar products in the market,
their products have been comprehensively used in buildings industry, wooden constructions, transport infrastructure,
aluminum doors/windows, sanitaryware, lattice, floors decorations and many other applications which require longer
product service life. Ably Screw has also obtained the certificates of ISO 9001:2015 and CE-EN14592.

Irregularly Releasing New Products and Extending Business Reach to Cover Main
Industrial Applications
Being aware of the recent growing demand for assembly parts for precision electronic products, accessories for
computer modules, machinery and plastic parts insertion, the R&D team of Ably Screw has successfully developed
corresponding fastening solutions, which include micro screws for precision electronic components, SEMS
screws for mechanical industry and PT screws for plastic parts, made of A2(SUS304) and A4(SUS316), with the
specification of M1.4-M6(#0-1/4”) and the length of 2m-50mm(1/8”-2”), mainly for the markets in Europe (e.g.
Germany, Italy and Czech) and Southeast Asian countries (e.g. Philippines ).
Speaking of these newly released products, Ably Screw said proudly, “Different from products in sizes of M3M10, small screws in sizes of M1.4-1.7 require higher technical entry barriers, so
not every company has the manufacturing capabilities. With the
excellent quality of our small screws, we hope that customers
can fully understand our technical capabilities.”
From wire, heading, threading, secondary
processing quality control, testing instruments,
passivation, inventory to the final delivery,
Ably Screw always has complete SOP to
monitor manufacturing lines, so it could help
customers create the advantages of “Quick Delivery,
Reasonable Prices and Customized Screws with the
Highest Quality.” Ably Screw emphasized, “Superior
quality has been always what we are seeking for. With
the introduction of ISO9001:2015 quality management
system and strict and effective quality control
conducted by our in-plant staff, we hope and are
absolutely able to become the strongest support of
our customers.”
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